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Being a pastor is a challenging life calling, not only in terms of duties and responsibilities, 

but also due to the lifestyle “demands”. On a personal level, a pastor is an individual who 

still needs to take care of their own welfare as well as being cared for. The current study is 

a qualitative research that aims to understand the psychological well-being dynamics of 
pastors. There are two informants in this study. Results showed that factors supporting the 

psychological well-being of the two pastors are self-determination, skill and positive values 

acquired from the seminary, adaptive coping strategies, and social support. 
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Menjadi seorang pastor adalah sebuah panggilan hidup yang penuh tantangan, bukan hanya 

dari sisi tugas atau tanggung jawab yang dimilikinya, namun juga dari “tuntutan” gaya 

hidup yang harus dijalaninya. Secara pribadi, seorang pastor tetaplah individu yang perlu 

memerhatikan/diperhatikan kesejahteraannya. Penelitian ini merupakan penelitian kualitatif 

yang bertujuan memperoleh pemahaman mendalam tentang dinamika kesejahteraan 

psikologi (psychological well-being) pada para pastor. Informan dalam penelitian ini 

berjumlah dua orang. Hasil penelitian mengungkap bahwa unsur-unsur yang mendukung 

pencapaian kesejahteraan psikologi pada diri para pastor adalah determinasi diri kedua 

pastor informan, keterampilan dan nilai positif yang diperoleh di seminari dan mendukung 

mereka saat menjadi pastor, strategi penanggulangan (coping) yang adaptif, dan dukungan 

sosial yang dimiliki. 

 
Kata kunci: kesejahteraan psikologi, pastor, determinasi diri, 

penanggulangan, dukungan sosial 

 

 
Being a pastor is a profession that is known by 

the public as a religious leader in a Catholic church. 

As a pastor, the main duty is to give out sacraments 
to the people. Such sacraments cannot be done by tho-

se who are not ordained as a pastor. Aside for sacra-

mental services, there are other duties such as being 

a church or organizational administrator, lecturer, 
counselor, or leaders in prayer. In some events, pastors 

are often the first choice of people to consult or ask 

advice from for personal or family matters (Weaver, 
Larson, Flannelly, Stapleton, & Koenig, 2002). 

For the pastor monk, they have to utter the vows 

of poverty, obedience, and purity before becoming a 

pastor. The vows of poverty were uttered during the 
ordaining ceremony to help them maintain a simple, 

non-hedonistic lifestyle. From the vow of obedience, 

a pastor is required to abandon his ego to be obe-

dient to rules or congregation constitution, as well 

as superiors (congregation leaders or bishop). From 
the purity vow, they are determined to pursue holi-

ness and devote their entire life to God and the peo-

ple without being bound to marriage or family. The-

se vows distinguish the life of a pastor from the life 
of people in general. 

The urban lifestyle is identical with progress and 

luxury as seen by complete facilities, shopping cen-
ters and entertainment that are ever-growing, the 

highly varying socioeconomic status of the people, 

and social problems that become increasingly com-

plex. The life of pastors in Surabaya cannot be sepa-
rated from the urban context that will affect aspects 

of their own life as well. Aside from being related 

with their lifestyle, the higher complexity of pro-
blems faced by city dwellers requires pastors to ad-

minister more attention for those problems. 
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“You need to be pastors who serve, who is hum-

ble, and prays. These things are not easy in the 

age of consumerism, hedonism, pop culture that 

worships material things. People should also pray 
for new and existing pastors to help them keep 

faithful until the end. This is to help them be lo-

yal to their faith as well.” (Speech by Mgr. Ignatius 
Suharyo, bishop of Semarang at the time in an 

ordinance ceremony of twelve pastors in Sura-

baya on August 30, 2006) 
From this explanation, it can be seen that pastors 

have a great responsibility for the spiritual life of 

Catholics, especially those in the pastor’s area of 

service. Such responsibility is related with the great-
er physical and psychological risks, such as tired-

ness and fatigue (Maslach, Schaufeli, & Leiter, as 

cited in Isacco, Sahker, Krinock, Sim, & Hamilton, 
2015). Doolittle (cited in Isacco et al., 2015) also 

found data showing the increased level of burnout 

and distress in pastors. In his research, Charlton (ci-
ted in Barnard & Curry, 2012) found that many pas-

tors hide their burnout and maintain their positive 

public persona, because they believe that their job is 

a calling and thus they need to be able to cope with 
distress. In some cases, such fatigue is exacerbated 

by high expectations from the congregation and 

people and the low appreciation for their perform-
ance (Francis et al., cited in Barnard & Curry, 2012). 

The two informants in this study sometimes expe-

rience burnout that they refer to as “drought”. 

“There are also personal matters. There are times 
when we feel some sort of drought, in a sense 

that our activities are so monotonous and we feel 

a sense of tiredness.” (Interview with Pastor Andi, 
38 years old) 

“In some periods we will experience drought, and 

I experienced that. But in the end I need to do it, I 
realize that I am experiencing a drought, no moti-

vation, tired. In the end I serve but only as a duty. 

You can say there is no spirit in us.” (Interview 

with Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 
Psychological well-being can be defined as how 

much a person feels good and fully functions (Ryan 

& Deci, 2001). Psychological well-being is not 
about life being always positive. Individuals do not 

need to feel happy. Other negative emotions (dis-

appointment, failure, sadness) are a normal part of 
life, and the ability to manage those emotions is im-

portant for an individual’s psychological well-being. 

This is in accordance with the eudemonic principle 

that well-being will be achieved when individuals 
live their life with meaning and goal, and is useful 

for their own growth and other people’s well-being. 

This principle is the basic topic of psychological 

well-being. 

Similar to individuals in general, the psychology-
cal well-being of pastors is important. Many studies 

have shown that people with good psychological 

well-being will get many benefits in his/her life which 
includes increased performance, good social relati-

onship, and even increased physical health (Huppert, 

2009). Keyes (cited in Huppert) said that individu-
als with low psychological well-being have a great-

er risk for distress, depression, cardiovascular disea-

ses compared to those with high psychological well-

being. Individuals with high psychological well-be-
ing will feel capable, supported, satisfied with life, 

and optimistic (Huppert). With such a characteristic 

life pattern and responsibilities, psychological well-
being is important for pastors. Therefore, the authors 

want to understand the psychological well-being dy-

namics of pastors so they can maintain a good level 
of psychological well-being and also their loyalty as 

a pastor. 

 

 

Method 
 

This study used a qualitative approach. Studies 
on the psychological well-being dynamics of pas-

tors will be more relevant using a qualitative ap-

proach because it enables authors to be open to 

findings, so they can achieve deeper, better, and 
more meaningful results. The technique of sampling 

is a purposive sampling, so that the informants ob-

tained are appropriate considering the context of the 
researched phenomenon (Poerwandari, 2005). The 

criterion set by the researcher is a pastor who only 

serves in a parish, not a pastor who has other duties 
as educators or administrators. This is so that the 

study can be focused on the psychological well-be-

ing of pastors related to their main duty of serving 

the people, not distracted by other work burdens in 
their other workplace(s). In this study, the research-

er conducted in-depth interviews on two pastors 

who live and work in Surabaya (Pastor Andi and 
Pastor Beni). The data collection methods that were 

used were interview and observation. 

The author(s) initiated the coding and data ana-
lysis stage by deciding the texts and information 

that are relevant with the research topic. The rele-

vant text is then categorized into themes. These themes 

were then grouped into theoretical constructs and 
then analyzed. These theoretical constructs were link-
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ed and compared to reveal relationship patterns that 

were used to explain and understand the phenol-

menon. 

 
 

Results and Discussion 
 

Achieving well-being is not an instant process, 

and thus this study collected information related to 

the initial want to be a pastor in childhood, edu-
cational years in the seminary, and post-ordination 

period. 

 

Building the Dream to be a Pastor 
 

The desire to be a pastor is very much influenced 

by the home environment of both informants. Andi 
lived in a village where most of the villagers were 

Catholics. Such uniformity and cohesiveness incre-

ased the appreciation of Catholic values by the vil-
lagers, including Andi. The people were actively in-

volved in weekly religious routines such as going to 

the chapel on Sundays, and conducting prayers in 

the family. This Catholic majority created strong re-
ligious values for people living in the village, in-

cluding Andi. 

Unlike Andi, whose village consisted of mostly 
Catholic people, Beni’s village consists of both Ca-

tholics and Muslims. 

“And life there, one interesting tolerance that I 

see as interesting is that the two religions actually 
work together. This means for example in the con-

struction of a prayer building, we take turns, as a 

group.” (Interview of Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 
The plural environment gave a positive impact on 

Beni. For him, life in diversity is normal and should 

not be challenged. In addition, such condition made 
everyone –including him- try their best to show 

their own religious identity without discrediting o-

thers’ religious identity. 

“That condition finally, (made) each of us show 
our own identity. At least physically they live out 

and celebrate prayer, for example. Each one goes 

to church on Sunday, on Friday to the mosque. 
When you don’t see them on either Sundays or 

Fridays, people usually ask “What is your reli-

gion?” This side-by-side living also pushes us to 
be loyal to our faiths.” (Interview of Pastor Beni, 

46 years old) 

Memorable experience during elementary school 

also nurtured the informant’s desire to be a pastor. 
They see pastors and nuns who came to their village  

to serve as an interesting event. 

“Back then, the pastors who served were Europe-

ans. They came with bread, candies, shared with 

children (in the village). So that became the moti-
vation. So as a child we thought: Being a pastor, 

you surely will eat good food. So that’s the moti-

vation back when I was a child.” (Interview of 
Pastor Andi, 38 years old) 

“In junior high school, we also have visitations 

from nuns and seminarians. Their arrival is very 
interesting. Full of joy and happiness. They blend 

very well with a lot of different groups: parents, 

children. That attracted me.” (Interview of Pastor 

Beni, 46 years old) 
Bandura, through his sociocognitive theory, ex-

plained the importance of observing and imitating 

behavior, attitude, and reaction of others or a model 
(Feist & Feist, 2009). A majority of the learning pro-

cess of an individual was done through observing 

model behavior in a social context. Andi and Beni did 
a modelling process on seminarians and nuns who 

served in their village. The positive experience told 

by these people about their life as well as the warm 

regards given by the people to the pastors became 
some sort of vicarious experience for Andi and Beni. 

The next motivating factor stated by both pastor 

informants is the nurturing of faith values in the 
family and seminary, praying habits, and their own 

involvement in numerous religious activities, espe-

cially as an acolyte (usually young people, who are 

responsible to help pastors in a mass). 
“Moreover, we need to live as faithful individuals. 

We are thoroughly Catholic, so in the environ-

ment, the village is 100% Catholic, so being reli-
gious is highly encouraged by the parents.” (In-

terview of Pastor Andi, 38 years old) 

“When we were little, I was a diligent acolyte. As 
an acolyte. Then pastor visits happen monthly, 

and there we also had roles as acolytes.” (Inter-

view of Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 

Praying habits in the family, environment, semi-
nary, and active involvement in religious ceremo-

nies as acolytes enabled them to be very familiar 

with the church life and the sacrament. This fa-
miliarity created a positive emotion or love towards 

hierarchy and church life on both informants fitting 

the Mere Exposure Theory (first examined by Zajonc 
in 1968), which stated that someone who is intense-

vely exposed to or are in prolonged contact with a 

stimulus will slowly create positive emotion towards 

the stimulus, while at the same time reducing nega-
tive emotions related to the stimulus (Harmon-Jones 
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& Allen, 2001). This positive emotion on church life, 

faith, and sacrament strengthened the determination 

to become part of the Church hierarchy, in other 

words being a pastor. 
One major point in the dream to becoming a 

pastor for both informants was that they were not 

forced by their parents to be a pastor. Being a pastor 
is not a construct that is shaped by parents to satisfy 

their own needs, but it is a dream constructed inde-

pendently from the two informants’ own experience. 
From Andi, maybe his mother and sibling gave “a 

slight push” to become a pastor, but that push is not 

forced and the last decision is still in Andi’s hand. 

Beni’s parent even did not give any ambition for 
their son to be a pastor, everything comes back to Beni. 

“The family is very supportive. Supportive one 

hundred percent. And why they support: The de-
cision is up to you, they mean up to me. We are 

supportive, but in the end you will be doing it. Or 

mother said that the child will be doing it.” (In-
terview of Pastor Andi, 38 years old) 

“Family, they are supportive in principle. They 

are not fanatically pushing me to be a priest. They 

said that what you choose, you need to be respon-
sible for.” (Interview of Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 

Family also provided the opportunity for both 

pastors to freely choose their lifestyle. This acted as 
an important factor for their motivation as well as 

psychological well-being from the moment they 

start out, up until they become pastors. Openness 

and freedom to choose gave Andi and Beni space to 
carry out their choice based on their autonomous/ 

intrinsic motivation. Many topics on motivation show-

ed that intrinsic motivation, which is an element of 
self determination, has a positive effect on some-

one’s psychological well-being (Vallerand, cited in 

Deci & Ryan, 2000; Deci & Ryan, 2008; Visser, 
2010). Conducting an activity based on intrinsic 

motivation–not out of force–can increase pride and 

self actualization which is an indicator of some-

one’s psychological well-being (Ryan & Deci, 2000). 
 

The Seminary as a Preparation for Prospective 

Pastors 
 

The seminary has an important role on providing 

adequate skills and knowledge for prospective pas-
tors. In the Pastores Dabo Vobis (meaning “I Will 

Provide You a Shepherd”) is a Catholic Church do-

cument released on March 25th 1992 by the late 

Pope John Paul II. This document discusses topics 
related to the formation of pastors and is aimed for 

pastors and general audience in the Catholic Church) 

document sent out by Pope John Paul II, it was 

stated that the creation of pastors in seminaries need 

to be based on four pillars: which are humanistic, 
spiritual, intellectual, and pastoral (Saint Charles 

Borromeo Seminary, 2015). In creating humanistic 

pastors, seminary members are educated to have 
integrity, an open personality, willingness to serve 

and care, respect to others, and becoming a con-

fident leader. On a spiritual side, the pattern of care 
in the seminary needs to highlight prayer and medi-

tation that has an important role in nurturing the 

spiritual side of pastors. On the intellectual side of 

pastors, seminary members obtained knowledge about 
religion and theological philosophy; they also get 

other knowledge and skills according to their inte-

rest and abilities. In a pastoral side, seminary mem-
bers are trained and accustomed to doing services in 

parishes and other fields. 

The seminary also applied a high level of disci-
pline to shape the personality of seminary members 

that support their service when they become pastors. 

Discipline does not always involve restraining the 

freedom or movement of both pastors. Through dis-
cipline, they are trained early on in their life to be-

come an individual with integrity and future matu-

rity (Nieman & Shea, 2004). Cooperation in com-
munity life also trained care and respect for others. 

“And indeed we feel the benefit. If we just want 

to live according to our own needs, I’m not sure 

what we will be. But with discipline, living with 
regulations, then our character, personality, and 

mentality will be formed.” (Interview of Pastor 

Andi, 38 years old) 
Aside from upholding disciple, personality train-

ing on seminary members was also done through a 

special program. Both potential pastors received the 
opportunity to be trained individually and as a group. 

In a group session, they were trained on life ethics 

such as table manners, appropriate clothing, visit-

ation regulations, and communication. These were 
done to prepare their life in the society with an ap-

proach and ethical standards that are acceptable by 

people in the society. Individual education was also 
provided in the form of counseling or consultation 

regarding life in the seminary or their life journey. 

“Then there were days when we received group 
training for personality. Everyone had the chance 

to get individual training as well. If we have time 

to meet our mentors, they dig out our motivation 

to be a priest. We are helped to increase our moti-
vation.” (Interview of Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 
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All training and development sessions in the 

seminary aims to form an appropriate personality 

for pastors, to have respect and care, and adequate 

intellect and spirituality. The formation period in 
the seminary trained members to be able to unde-

rstand and accept their own self, and build nume-

rous positive relationships with everyone, not just 
other seminary members. The values of respect and 

duty of care they possess became a requirement for 

their future life as a pastor, which is service or in 
psychological terms is called prosocial behavior. 

Indirectly, seminaries created within them a perso-

nality that is open to others and challenges, willing 

to serve, optimistic, caring, and respectful. Such per-
sonality traits were strongly related with positive 

emotional style and the achievement of psycholo-

gical well-being (Huppert, 2009). 
Education in the seminary is not merely regard-

ing a number of knowledge and values, but also 

practical skills. Such skills include training on 
pastoral programs, cathecism, constructing preach-

ing sessions, and answering people’s questions. 

With the knowledge and skills, it was hoped that 

prospective pastors were well prepared to face the 
many challenges in their future life as a pastor, in-

creasing the self respect and optimism, so none of 

the challenges pose as obstacles to achieving well-
being. 

 

Becoming a Pastor: Challenges and Coping 

Strategy 
 

The first challenge faced by both pastor info-

rmants following ordination was adapting to the 
culture of their place of service. Initially they were 

shocked and uncomfortable due to how different the 

area was compared to their home. However, they 
did not despair; they instead were motivated to keep 

studying, adapting, and knowing local people to a 

point where they feel comfortable at the new place 

and were reluctant to leave it when they had to 
relocate to Surabaya. Surabaya is a major city that 

gave no guarantee for the pastors to have an easier 

time adapting to it. They have to adapt to the critical 
behavior and complexity of societal issues. There 

were sometimes little frictions with some people 

due to the people’s lack of commitment. 
“When wanting something, yeah. It is sad to say 

yes to something that I thought should be like 

that, but I feel uneasy if I say no. How this came 

to be, it made me sad. Or if we have promised to 
meet or to rehearse, or about marriage arrange-

ment, we promised to meet at a certain time but 

they were late. It’s useless to be angry. So I just 

kept it in.” (Interview of Pastor Andi, 38 years old) 

“In the service, the problems are usually toge-
therness with the people, in this case with leaders 

of the council. Often we have joint commitments 

but in the end I was the only one to carry it out. 
There is a parish council, but in the end the pastor 

executed everything himself. This was what I 

experienced as a challenge in my service. That in 
their busy life they cannot manifest as one parti-

cipative Church. Because in the church life, it 

needed to be participative. When a pastor is relo-

cating, they will stay. So they indeed need to be 
involved.” (Interview of Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 

In leading a parish, pastors are assisted with the 

parish council. The existence of such council helped 
pastors to make decisions, but sometimes the pas-

tors then have to make an unwanted decision. Com-

promising with the decision making process, this 
experience posed as a unique challenge for the pastors. 

“Sometimes we need to acknowledge that we 

meet people who are difficult to communicate 

with. They want to force their own will; it needs 
to be like this and this, pastor. We are faced with 

a variety of people. When we make a decision, it 

is not our own but the council’s, then there are 
those who accept it, those who don’t, those who 

complain, so there’s a lot of things.” (Interview 

of Pastor Andi, 38 years old) 

“When becoming head pastor, we need to make 
decisions and there are some decisions that we 

dislike but we have to make. For example, in terms 

of employees. I have to let him go, but my heart 
asks how he will be in the future. I have also gi-

ven him numerous warnings, so as a pastor I have 

to be strict and fire him. And this makes me feel 
uneasy, but I still have to make the decision. And 

as a head pastor, it is indeed with a council, but 

the final decision needs to have a confirmation.” 

(Interview of Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 
Personal daily routine of pastors create a sense of 

boredom for the pastors. Tiredness and lack of pas-

sion are consequences of doing the same thing every 
day. Such things make them lack focus in their 

service. Sometimes, activities are done only as a 

responsibility, and not based on the spirit of service.  
“There are also personal matters, and when we 

feel like in a drought. This means that our acti-

vity is really monotonous and repetitive that we 

feel bored.” (Interview of Pastor Andi, 38 years old) 
“In some periods we will experience drought, and  
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I experienced that. But in the end I need to do it, I 

realize that I am experiencing a drought, no moti-

vation, tired. In the end I serve but only as a duty. 

You can say there is no spirit in us.” (Interview 
with Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 

When adapting with relocation to Surabaya, both 

pastors utilized problem-focused coping, but with 
different focus. When allocated to Surabaya, pastor 

Andi realized that Surabaya is a metropolitan city 

with complex problems and better quality human 
resources compared to his previous area of service 

in North Sumatra. This motivated him to keep stu-

dying so that he can give better sermons and to bet-

ter answer the people with regards to their curiosity 
regarding the Catholic faith. On the other hand, 

Pastor Beni focused more on becoming familiar 

with the situation and condition of Surabayan peo-
ple. This was done so that he can give services and 

programs that are appropriate to the people’s needs. 

“Initially, I thought that city people certainly have 
a better general knowledge compared to regional 

people, in the village. This motivated me to study 

even more, because people pose questions that 

are complex and never ending. For example after 
homily they asked “pastor, we heard you say such 

and such, what does this book mean?”. In the 

village, after the homily is done, that’s it. Or the 
pastor did catechism, afterwards no one asked 

questions. But here, a lot of people want to ask 

questions. From there, the knowledge of city peo-

ple are different to village people, and so when I 
was tasked to move here I thought it was a bless-

ing because I am forced to study. Studying lasts 

forever, after all.” “In some periods we will expe-
rience drought, and I experienced that. But in the 

end I need to do it, I realize that I am experiencing 

a drought, no motivation, tired. In the end I serve 
but only as a duty. You can say there is no spirit 

in us.” (Interview with Pastor Andi, 38 years old) 

“As a first step, hmm I have to know the Java-

nese culture, and then the city culture. The Java-
nese culture, in Surabaya it is not Java-dominant 

but more urban-dominant where there is plural-

ism. Oh city culture is like that. So first I have to 
build communication with the pastoral council. 

And that becomes a work team. So firstly I listen-

ed to my council. How is the situation. And they 
give us a new reality. If they find a reality then I 

try to listen from others, from pastoral colleagues 

in Surabaya, especially SVD. And then I try to 

listen what is specific here. Then I do family vi-
sits, not to look at issues but merely to introduce 

myself as a new pastor and hear out their situ-

ations. From there I compare with what was sha-

red by the council. And from there I can have a 

better understanding of the situation.” (Interview 
with Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 

Even if it was done differently, the adaptation pro-

cess of both pastors reflects their ability to control 
their experienced situation to not let it be a pressure 

(Maddi, 2013). Things that are experienced are con-

sidered a challenge for self-improvement and to help 
them give better service. 

Amidst the amount of activities, taking a break 

from daily routine to refresh the mind is beneficial 

to do. Although done in a short period of time, 
refreshing can bring back the spirit and motivation 

for pastors. Both pastor informants do similar acti-

vities. In certain times of the day, they refresh them-
selves by taking a walk, reading a book, or doing 

other hobbies. Surabayan diocese stated that pastors 

in Surabaya should have holidays on Mondays. Pas-
tors are also given two weeks annual leave. During 

this leave, both pastors usually visit their family 

back home. 

“It is human that we need rest. So when the pho-
ne rings we let it ring. When we wake up we can 

then ask what do they need. (Now) we can leave 

it be. It is time to replenish our energy. Refresh-
ing is going for a walk around Surabaya, or to the 

mall. That’s it.” (Interview with Pastor Andi, 38 

years old) 

“On Mondays, pastors get the chance to take care 
of their personal matters. He can research, read, 

and reflect. Every Monday, pastors are given the 

opportunity to be free of service, in terms of con-
sultation. He is given time to reflect, to read, on 

Mondays. And then spiritual reflection is done 

during refreshing periods in our holiday. For that, 
we can actually do it in the evening, past 10 o’ 

clock we have time to read or do something.” 

(Interview with Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 

Pastors also have a number of agendas that are 
done together for self-improvement and refreshment 

purposes. The diocese runs annual retreat that is at-

tended by all pastors in Surabayan diocese. In the 
event, all pastors reflect his journey together, sup-

port each other, and construct programs that will be 

done together. Additionally, there is also a study day 
where pastors can improve their intellectual capa-

bility. In that study day, pastors attend selected se-

minars given by experts, or create research. 

As the leader of the people, the people certainly 
have big expectations for the pastor. Numerous de-
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mands come from the people expecting pastors to 

create certain programs, behave, or serve according 

to the needs of the people. Considering the sheer 

amount of people that can even reach thousands, the 
pastors are obviously not capable to fulfill all the 

demands. Both pastors try to be themselves and to do 

their job according to the constitution of the church. 
“Always be aware that I am this, and this is me. 

The people of ‘A’ demand that I need to do this, I 

need to be that, but I cannot. ‘A’ demands that I 
need to be like the other pastor. I cannot do that. 

It is like that. But I’m aware that this is me. I 

cannot be like another because he has the ability, 

he has the talent there.” (Interview with Pastor Andi, 
38 years old) 

“As a leader I need to be able to be myself. I can-

not live a life that my people wanted me to live. I 
can only be myself. I live being known as a pas-

tor monk, and that is me. Obviously other people 

have this expectation and that expectation, but I 
cannot follow it. I can only be me. Everyone has 

different views. A good pastor according to ‘A’ is 

different from a good pastor according to ‘B’. So 

I need to be myself. That’s it.” (Interview with Pas-
tor Beni, 46 years old) 

Both pastor informants do not fully ignore the 

demands of the people. If those demands are object-
ive and constructive to the quality of service and 

spiritual lives of people, they will gladly accept the 

suggestion. Both pastor informants also do not place 

too much of an expectation on the people. For them, 
the most important thing is to do their job as best as 

they can, whether it is effective or not or whether 

the change to people’s behavior is significant is not 
their focus; at least they have done their best. In-

directly, the choice to be true to oneself and to not 

push their view on others is a coping strategy that 
made both pastors capable of avoiding troubles, be-

ing pressured by future demands, or frustrated be-

cause their goal is not achieved. Such strategy can 

be seen as problem-focused coping, which is sol-
ving problems and challenges by doing constructive 

activities (for more details, see Taylor, 2015 or Weiten, 

2014). 
Prayer is something that cannot be left by pastors 

as an ecclesiast. Prayer becomes a source of strength 

and motivation, and also becomes an emotion-focus-
ed coping strategy done by both pastor informants 

to face all the challenges they encounter. Through 

prayer, they obtained a sense of control and comfort 

in facing problems that they feel are too tough and 
outside of their ability. Prayer gives strength and spi-

rit to deal with issues (Paraschiva & Nicoleta, 2011). 

Indirectly, prayer becomes a unique source of strength 

for them. 

“I cannot describe how great God is, only when I 
pray, ask, and plead. But prayer for me is not just 

asking, but praising Him, giving thanks, and ple-

ading. These three things is a complete package 
in my prayer. Praising Him, greeting Him, being 

thankful, and then asking. And it is very wonder-

ful.” (Interview with Pastor Andi, 38 years old) 
“Prayer for me is an... effort to communicate. 

Communicating with God Himself. I say what I 

understand, what I felt, and what I need. Prayer is 

a communication between me and God. I say how 
I serve and what I need.” (Interview with Pastor 

Beni, 46 years old) 

Both coping strategies are adaptive when used in 
the appropriate situation. Situations that with a chal-

lenge that is solvable are best addressed with pro-

blem-focused coping, whereas situations that can 
only be accepted and is outside of an individual’s 

control is best approached with emotion-focused co-

ping (Taylor, 2015). In facing daily challenges, both 

pastors use both strategies appropriately. So they 
can address or reduce the negative impact of high-

pressure conditions. 

Both pastor informants also showed hardiness in 
daily challenges. Hardiness is a factor that influen-

ces a person’s tolerance towards pressure (Weiten 

& Lloyd, 2006). (For more details see Maddi (2013) 

especially chapters 1 and 2.) The challenges they face 
are seen as opportunities to keep studying and im-

proving themselves. Both pastor informants also have 

a good control of the situation; no matter how big 
the problem is, they can solve it. They also have a 

commitment that this is their task with all its pro-

blems, and so they need to do it dutifully. 
“But this is a choice. So even if I am faced with 

new situations, new people, new culture, and new 

language, I am motivated to learn and adapt with 

the people around me.” (Interview of Pastor Andi, 
38 years old) 

“I just mentioned that by deciding to be a pastor I 

have considered them (challenges and problems), 
That when in the field, I have to be responsible 

for my commitment.” (Interview of Pastor Beni, 

46 years old) 
Hardiness is a personal resource that affects the 

decision to choose a coping strategy to face chal-

lenges or pressures in daily life. A more positive 

level of hardiness tends to correlate with a more ap-
propriate choice of adaptive coping strategy; in con-
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trast, low level of hardiness correlates with less appro-

priate choice of adaptive coping strategy (Hachaturova, 

2013). With an adaptive coping strategy, challenges 

or obstacles that can cause distress can be addressed 
effectively. The ability to control stress supports a 

person’s effort to achieve a state of well-being (Taylor, 

2015). In other words, the hardiness of both pastor 
informants supports them in dealing with many 

challenges and problems, to a point where both are 

able to achieve well-being. 
 

I Am Never Alone: Receiving Social Support 
 

Social support is an important aspect that helps 
pastors in their activities. Social support can be 

about giving room or opportunity for individuals to 

choose, or support in terms of giving motivation 
and suggestion for an individual to increase their 

self determination. The question that arises is then 

how do they gain social support like families in ge-
neral? The answer lies in their community (pastors). 

In the community life, they experience that they are 

part of a small family. There’s allocation of respon-

sibility, a rule that needs to be obeyed together, and 
there is affection or supporting each other that is 

given by fellow pastors in the community. 

As a pastor monk, community life is very import-
ant. As an SVD, service done in any place is usually 

done with another pastor, to a minimum of two pas-

tors. The community is a family for pastors in their 

area of service. With a service area located far away 
from home, the presence of colleague in the com-

munity is the “closest family member” for a pastor 

to share and support each other amidst the number 
of challenges they have to face. The community 

becomes a source of strength in their life as a pastor. 

“The relationship with other pastors is supportive. 
Supporting others in our service. Sharing oppor-

tunities. The things that I cannot do in our service, 

I ask a friend to do it. In essence, it’s cooperation. 

We try to cooperate. If there’s a request for ser-
vice, others ask me “Eh…, I can’t do it. Try other 

pastors. Or if you can’t find another pastor, I will 

try and find an external pastor.” So we try to 
coordinate each other’s service duties.” (Inter-

view of Pastor Andi, 38 years old) 

“So the benefit is the realization of service. Li-
ving together functions to make our service smooth-

er. In addition, a community is where I build com-

munication with colleague, a place to share, and 

to reflect my service. The place where I can re-
flect until I find a new source of power, and to 

see my limitations, and a community is a place 

where I reflect on all services. As a person of 

faith, we have to live in a community. A mini-

mum of two people.” (Interview of Pastor Beni, 
46 years old) 

Pastor Andi and Pastor Benny both stated that 

their life as a pastor did not make them completely 
abandon their family. For them, friends and family 

are actually very important in their calling as a per-

son of faith; family is one source of their strength. 
They have experienced the support of their family 

starting from their seminary life, up until now when 

they have years of experience as a pastor. 

The family continually supports, motivates, and 
prays for both pastor informants. Communication 

with the family can only be done through telephone, 

considering both pastors are in Surabaya while their 
family is in NTT. The parents and siblings of Pastor 

Andi routinely calls to ask him about how he is 

doing and to ask them to always take care of his he-
alth. For Pastor Beni, sometimes family members 

inform him of family situations or any other events 

as well as asking him to pray for them. Those 

simple things are actually very meaningful for both 
pastor informants. Communication that was built 

showed care and attention of the family for their 

own life. 
“They always ask ‘How are the people there?’ I 

used to be tasked to Sumatra, in the village. Vil-

lage people. Now they always ask: ‘Are you okay 

with your duties and tasks in service, how is your 
people, how do they respond to you?’ With such 

simple questions, I feel like it is a supportive no-

tion, they want to know the response of the peo-
ple, do they respond with happiness, openly ac-

cepting my presence as a pastor in my duties and 

services or how else. For them, that curiosity is a 
form of support. And in the end they say ‘Serving 

the people, don’t forget to take care of your he-

alth.’ That’s what I really feel, how great the a-

mount of attention from older siblings. It is good 
to serve others but don’t forget yourself, in this 

case your health.” (Interview of Pastor Andi, 38 

years old) 
“They asked how I was. I felt their attentiveness 

towards me. There is always attentiveness. How 

is it there. If there is no call for two or three 
weeks, they SMS me asking how I was doing.” 

(Interview of Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 

Support for both pastor informants also come 

from the people they serve. Such support is not al-
ways material in nature, but rather support in terms 
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of attentiveness for the pastor is enough to make 

them happy as a pastor in the parish. Attentiveness 

also comes from the people during Pastor Andi’s 

birthday or service commemoration. It is not un-
common for people to give surprises, as well as 

sending prayers and wishes to him. Such hopes give 

motivation for pastors to keep being faithful to his 
service. 

“For me, there is nothing significant that shows 

their support. A simple thing, such as when meet-
ing and greeting others is an extraordinary thing, 

there is mutual respect, acceptance: ‘Oh this is 

my pastor.’ So acceptance, support does not al-

ways mean I have to be invited to the person’s 
home first, or to ask me out for a meal. It’s not 

that. But we meet, greet each other, or passed 

‘Hey pastor, where are you going?’ This means 
my people know me. It is a sign that they care for 

me, love me as their shepherd. Or in a crowded 

mall full of people, suddenly someone grabbed my 
shirt from behind: ‘Where are you from?’ that’s 

when we are reminded personally that there is a 

sheep, there are people here who pay attention to 

me.” (Interview of Pastor Andi, 38 years old) 
Equally important for pastor Beni is support from 

the people shown by their willingness to cooperate 

in programs or services that are designed together. 
With such support, service can be done more op-

timally. 

“And I as a pastor, where pastors are not single 

fighters but work as a team, and in a parish 
council they stay while pastors move around. So 

initially I have to be able to build communication 

with them. Afterwards, like I said, after hearing 
from the council I try to hear out from the pastors 

in Surabaya, and then in the people’s environ-

ment, so there I experience that with the primary 
council I can work together.” (Interview of Pastor 

Beni, 46 years old) 

A number of social support received by pastor 

informants have become invaluable assets that they 
have. With social support, they never feel com-

pletely alone. Social support is an interaction pro-

cess related to increasing coping, self-esteem, 
feeling of being loved, and competence through ex-

change of physical or psychosocial resources, whe-

ther they are actual or perceived (Gottlieb, cited in 
Mattson & Hall, 2011). Social support enables indi-

viduals to be more certain and more in control of 

the situation faced by them, so feelings of threat can 

be reduced and can support individuals to achieve 
well-being (Weiten & Lloyd, 2006). 

Still Being Loyal: Happiness and Hopes 
 

The joys and sorrows of being a pastor have been 

experienced by both informants; however that does 
not stop them from loving their life calling. Once 

ordained, they are committed to following their life 

choice as a pastor with all of its happiness and sad-
ness. Their childhood dream is still something very 

special for. For them, being involved in God’s work 

is something that makes them feel happy. 
“The thing that makes me feel happy is because it 

is my choice. It is my initial commitment. Up to 

this day, I never regret my decision of being a 

pastor. I am still happy. Happy as a pastor, with 
all of its joys and sorrows.” (Interview of Pastor 

Andi, 38 years old) 

“Up until now I still enjoy my choice so wherever 
I am allocated to, even though it is difficult, I still 

enjoy it.” (Interview of Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 

The love towards being a pastor as a profession is 
manifested from service that is optimal and comes 

from the heart to the people and others. They try to 

do their duties as best as they can. In his eighth year 

of ordination, Pastor Andi hopes to still be faithful 
to his calling and to be able to serve more people. 

With more people in his service, he hopes that more 

people will come to believe in God. Similar to Pas-
tor Andi, Pastor Beni hopes to still be loyal to his 

service and calling as a pastor. 

“My goal of being a pastor, my hope is for my-

self to serve as best as I can and still be com-
mitted to maintain my faith forever. That is my 

hope.” (Interview of Pastor Andi, 38 years old) 

“It is my hope to keep being a pastor in this case. 
I still serve in my call of duty as a pastor. My 

hope is supported with loyalty to do my tasks, 

loyalty to live in the community, loyalty in prayer, 
loyalty in cooperation with the parish council, 

and loyalty in the communication with the peo-

ple.” (Interview of Pastor Beni, 46 years old) 

Looking at the eudaimonic viewpoint, well-being 
is not just being happy and having a materialistic 

life satisfaction. More than that, well-being is a situ-

ation obtained from the congruence or slice between 
activities that are done and personal values (Walterman, 

cited in Ryan & Deci, 2001). Passion to serve—

with its happiness and sorrow—has been instilled 
within them and is a means to achieve well-being, 

and not an obstacle or threat to well-being. Service 

does not always occur smoothly every time, but va-

rious “assets” that the pastors have (self determi-
nation, knowledge and skill, coping strategy, and 
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social support) enables them to still try their best to 

achieve well-being. 

 

Limitation and Suggestion 
 

Both pastor informants showed positive attitude 

regarding their psychological well-being dynamics, 
that can be an indication of their social desirability, 

and that can be a threat to the credibility of this stu-

dy. In addition, this study has given a number of im-
portant information for Catholic pastors that can 

guide future studies to increase their well-being. 

From this research, the role of seminaries as the 

“birthplace” of pastors with good level of well-be-

ing is revealed. Future research of value should 

focus on the process of formation in the seminary; 

regarding the values taught and the four pillars that 

become the mission of seminaries (creating human-
istic, intellectual, spiritual, and pastoral individuals). 

Aside from focusing on the formation process in the 

seminary, future research should consider the role 
of the spirituality of the congregation on psycholo-

gical well-being, or in other words research other 

informants from other congregations. Each conger-
gation possesses different spirituality and motivation, 

and these have an effect on values that are taught, 

which possibly contributes to the achievement of 

well-being. 

 
 

Figure 1. Psychological well-being dynamics experienced by both pastor informants. 
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Conclusion 
 

This research also concluded that being a pastor 

does not prohibit both informants from achieving 
well-being. Indeed, it can even help people achieve 

well-being if being a pastor is really what they want-

ed. Strong self-determination to become a pastor, 
aided by a supportive environmental pattern, start-

ing from parents’ parenting style or school curri-

culum that highlights values of discipline, respon-
sibility, and faith are assets obtained from a very 

early age. A number of skills and positive values 

taught in the seminary helped them when becoming 

a pastor (humanistic, intellectual, spiritual, and pas-
toral). Following ordination, an important thing to 

achieve well-being as an adaptive coping strategy 

due to hardiness and received social support. These 
are “assets” possessed by both pastor informants to 

become individuals with a good level of well-being. 
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